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Stories and storytelling are always my passion. Instead of words, I prefer images. Moving characters, scenes and sounds attract me the most 

and it is easy to wrap ideas inside. Animation is a tool full of freedom and power to communicate. It helps me to express myself as an introvert. 

By immerging in the foreign society and culture for many years, I had the chance to explore some inner thoughts and feelings. At the beginning 

it was focused on isolation, depression and other psychological issues, while using human or non-human characters to express. After this, I 

slowly decided to discover others' world. Therefore, I intend to use animations as the bridge to connect myself and people. The evolution 

starts from one's inner world to another one's, the parts which still often being neglected, as we tend to pay much more attention to the outer 

world.  

It started from visual-focused, then transferred to audio-focused and now shift to conversations with others. After talking to general public I 

realized it is important to reach different groups of people. Visiting international Animation film festival, gave more possibilities as more and 

more documentaries are combined with animations and interviews, even for tough topics: wars. 

I appreciate the hand-drawn animation and have been strongly affected by Japanese and Canadian animators. There is the warmth that 

computer cannot replace. But I also try to experiment with digital animation. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Untitled 

2020 

Video (in progress) 

Trailer: https://vimeo.com/420336549  

Password: 2020 

A creature and I will be journalists to interview different groups of people. The intension is to ask, what they think creativity is and if the 

answers will be any different between professional creators and non-professionals. The video will combine the audio recordings and the 

interviewers' creations. 

 
The journalist           Interview with game designer Adrian Stutz and his work 

   

https://vimeo.com/420336549


  

 
Interviews with Children and what they created 



X 

2019-2020 

Picture book 

27 pages 
A story about a character X, who wakes up in a foreign planet and tries to retrieve her memories.  

Who is she? Where does she come from? Where is this place? Why is she here?  

 



  

 

 

 



Untitled 

2019 

Audio recording, video, animation 

Each 1,50 minutes 

https://vimeo.com/416891590 

https://vimeo.com/416892175 

A short audio recording of a person who suffers from depression. The videos are shown with animation (version 1) and landscapes  

(version 2) visuals. 
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Memory Collector 

2019 

Storyboards (in progress) 

3 pages 

Can memories be erased, changed or are they irreversible? What will you do if you have the power to trade it? 

   



   
 
A mysterious creature who collects and exchanges others' memories. During its journey in the past, it reserved different  

kinds of memories from all beings: Nature, animals and humans. How precious were the times when everything was  

undisturbed and undestroyed. 

 



Which reality do you live in? 

2018 

Video animation 

1, 25 minutes 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IEuHElll22M 

A video animation which was created with oil paint on acrylic board.  

A bird character is on its journey and faces isolation and illusion. 
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Two in One 

2018 

Video animation 

2 minutes 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yRkLLcoCOfI 
Created with brush & pen, digital effects with After Effects. 

A short animation focuses on one character who suffers from extreme mood changes, visualized by two different ghost-like creatures. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yRkLLcoCOfI

